
Hants & Dorset Amateur Rowing Association.

Water Safety Sub Committee.

64th SOUTH COAST ROWING CHAMPIONSHIPS.

15th SOUTH COAST JUNIOR REGATTA.

Netley, Southampton. Saturday 18th September 2021

BOAT INSPECTION CHECK LIST.

This check list will be used by the boat inspection teams.  
All club boats intended to be used at the regatta must be inspected before use to ensure that they 
comply with BR's Row Safe guidelines.
This check list SHOULD also be used by Clubs to check their boats before the Regatta.

1. BUOYANCY TANKS.
Split/Tear/Lifting Tape/Damage to Beading/Missing Bung/Other  

repairs will not be sufficient to pass inspection.

2.
 Bolts - missing/length/other

3. HEEL RESTRAINTS.  (& Concept2 Style Foot plates.)

Concept2 Style foot plates? YES/NO  If Concept2 Style Foot plates fitted are they modified in accordance with BR & H&DSCC recommendations?

Broken/Missing/long/un-tied/looped/other. C2Foot plates modified 

(A) Heels should not be able to rise any higher than a point parallel with the keel or with the

lowest fixed point of the shoe or fixing.

(B) Restraints must be separately attached to the boat (not looped to each shoe)

(C). Concept 2 style foot plates - heel restraints must have 2 fixing points from the heel 

to a fixed point(s) in the boat (points (A)  and (B) above apply) 

4. RIGGERS
Bolt(s) to long/sharp edge/other

5.
Condition splits/holes/rough edges/sharp edges/protruding screws/other

6.
Condition line frayed/line broken/fittings damaged/pin protruding/other

Attached. Rudder lines attached in such away that cox can not get entangled.
 i.e.. Fixed in front of cox. - pulley/bungee/other.

7.
Condition leaking/not operating/other

8.  NUMBER BRACKET/NUMBERS
Condition Not Secure/To close to rower. Number - sharp corners.

Numbers should have rounded corners.

Any boat not having a Boat Inspected label will not be permitted to go afloat.

BOAT INSPECTIONS WILL START AT 07.45 A.M. IN THE BOAT PARK.

All bouyancy tanks hatches and bungs must be in place and watertight - temporary tape  

All boats will be inspected by the beach marshalls for Boat Inspected label.
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